


application, use the "Close" button. After pressing the “OK” button, the search field window will be

displayed on the screen (Figure 2.1)

The search for folders for localities is done respecting the format of the address (link):

 P:\### PROIECTE\# OUG-anul\#DenumireLocalitate

2. PDF document search window

Figura 2.1

This window contains 3 “ZONES” of work (according to figure 2.1):

- ZONE 1:  contains only a message with the  OUG and the  locality chosen for the

work (no information can be modified in this area).

- ZONE 2:  contains the fields “Property title”, “Land and plot”, “Cadastral data”

and “Existing CadGen ID”. In this area the user can enter the information based on which the PDF

documents will be searched.  At least one of the 4 fields must contain information to perform a search.

You can search by 1, 2 or even all fields at once.

ZONA 1

ZONA 2
ZONA 3



-  ZONE 3: here will be displayed the links to the PDF documents found according to

the search criteria introduced in ZONE 2.

   “ZONE 2” PRESENTATION

PDF SEARCH METHOD (according to the image “ZONE 2 PRESENTATION”)

- Property title: it is made in the folder #Localitate\TITLURI DE PROPRIETATE_DDAPT
P:\### PROIECTE\# OUG-anul\#Localitate\TITLURI DE PROPRIETATE_DDAPT\TP_99672.pdf

- Field and plot: it is made in the folder #Localitate\ACTE
P:\### PROIECTE\# OUG-anul\#Localitate\ACTE\T28\T28_P361_28_1.pdf  - daca exista

P:\### PROIECTE\# OUG-anul\#Localitate\ACTE\T28_P361\T28_P361_28_1.pdf  - daca exista

P:\### PROIECTE\# OUG-anul\#Localitate\ACTE\T28_P361_28\T28_P361_28_1.pdf   - daca exista

- Cadastral data: it is made in the folder #Localitate\Date OCPI

P:\### PROIECTE\# OUG-anul\#Localitate\#Date OCPI\all folders and subfolders - until it finds

(if any) a PDF containing in its name NC_180, CF_88 or together NC_180_CF_88

"Property Title" field: in this field the user will enter 

the number of the searched property.

The search will be done in the folder: 

#Localitate\TITLURI DE PROPRIETATE_DDAPT

"Field and plot" field: in this form the user will enter 

the field number and the searched plot number.

The search will be done in the folder:  

#Localitate\ACTE

"Cadastral data" field: in this field the user will 

enter the cadastral number and (or) the land 

book number.

The search will be done in the folder:  

#Localitate\Date OCPI

“Existing CadGen ID” field: in this field the user 

will enter the unique existing general cadastre 

number.

The search will be done in the folder:  

#Localitate\#PREDARE

By pressing the "C A U T A" button, the 

application will start searching for PDF 

documents according to the data entered 

in the 4 search fields.



- existing ID CadGen: the search is made in folder  #Localitate\#PREDARE

P:\###  PROIECTE\#  OUG-anul(altul  decat  cel  curent)\#Localitate\#PREDARE\all  folders  and

subfolders - until it finds (if any) the 950.pdf file

ZONE 3 – after button “C A U T  A” is pressed

 The PDFs found and displayed in "ZONE 3" (as in the image above) will open automatically by 

simply clicking the mouse on the displayed link.


